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Introduction 

Recommendations 
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% "+--,*,-Addv / // Determine a winning positioning 
&+"@&+ 

and message platform for Informix 

Winning defined as supporting 
Informix's business objectives 



it is by defition rooted in competitive advantage and must be 
extensible over a given period of time. 

and/or real positioning to a targeted audience. 
Characterized by brief, clear and action-oriented statements; 
Typically limited in number (3); 
Extensible over time to reflect a company's growing and 



U C U  

Reflect the substance of a company's business 
strategy 

Resonate with many constituencies on individual 
terms 

Express competitive differentiation 

Are forward-looking with a multi-year shelf-life 

Use simple, easy-to-understand language 

Take into consideration the Microsoft law of 
technology marketing 



Matching Substance with Market Realitv 

Determine 
the market's 
view of the 
ideal position 
to occupy with 
customers 

competitive 
advantages 



Worldwide Research 

~dte&ie&ecB' nine 
- Competitive Analvsis 

Customers 
Reviewed recent customer data 
gathered from focus groups, user 
groups and advertising research 

Leveraged anecdotal customer 
information 

Identified existing oiterings 

Sybase, IBM and Microsoft 

Influencers 

Interviewed seven industry 
analysts, three editors, one 
database consultant and one 
financial analyst 



Competitive 
Competitive information 
+ Recent trade 

advertisements 
-- Web site information 

Customers 
Advertising Research 

-- Gartner Group Sources 
Bobby Cameron -- Andre Associates 

Forrester Tagline Evaluation 
Report, 3/96 

-- Network WorW + Christina Wilson 
Regan Coleman Research Report, 
-- Context Integration 1/96 

-- HS&S Personality 
e Network WorW Trait Report 
Stan Dolberg -- HS&S Ad Concept 
+ Forrester Testing Report, 
Rich Finkelstein 5/96 
-- Performance Computing 
Judith Hurwitz 
+ Hurwitz Consulting 
Peter Kastner - Aberdeen Group 
Dan Kusnetsky 
-- IDC 
Martin LaMonica 
-- InfoWorW 
Chuck Phillips 
-- Morgan Stanley 





Informix 
- ~ 

"Talk the talk" and "walk the walk" 
with business solutions 

Business-management selling 
- Deliver business results fast 

Be the best at consulting, service and 
support 
Deliver high-quality, high-performance, 
'%best-of-breed" technology 



Safe bet for customers 
"We lose deals to Oracle's strength in 
terms of marketshare. The CIO 
probably won't lose his job if he goes 
with Oracle." 

-- "Fortune 100s want a safe buy the 
vendor that's going to be around for a 
while. " 

Talk and walk in business solution terms 
-- "The market is driven entirely by 

relationship selling." 



available to help customers, and sales people 
are over-loaded so they don't spend enough 
time with customers. )P 

"Informix is in the middle-to-weak area in 
terms of service and support." 
46 -- The company that convinces the 
marketplace on quality and support will win." 

Deliver high-quality, high-performance, 
"best-of-breed" technology 

(6 Performance, quality and product 

availability are key drivers in this market." 
"New uses of data will be the dominate theme 
in the 2-3 year time-frame. PP 



Establish a profile distinct from Oracle 
and Microsoft 
Develop a differentiator beyond core 
database technology 
Have a credible Internetlintranet strategy 
Have command over increasingly complex 
purchase-decision process 
Meet the database technology "checklist" 
-- Performance, scalable, interoperable, support 

for new datatypes 



Establish a distinct profile from Oracle and 
Microsoft 
-- "Informix needs to get off the dime and get 

aggressive. Then they can get marketshare from 
Oracle. )) 
(6 -- Microsoft is coming out of nowhere and moving 
up the ranks. JJ 

Meet the database technology "checklist" 
(6 -- Customers want performance, but they also 
want app~ications. P) 

( 4  -- Customers want scalability, development tools 
and good vision." 

Differentiator beyond core database technology 
-- "In two years, DBMSs are going to be the same." 

cunningham communication Inc 
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Have credible Internetlintranet strategy 
.- "The Internet is a hot trend." 

( 4  Informix's biggest opportunity is forming 

products around the Internet." 
Have command over increasingly complex purchase 
decision process - "The business professional with the specific 

problem makes the buying decision." 
w "CTO is the most important person in the buying 

)) process. 
( 4  -- The system integrator is most influential." 



.?;<% '<<v , 

business management audiences "<,>.%:.: 
'<W<>k ._...._ %X.. .. .. -.::&%, 

+>. ..::<>>k.. .x 

"*ahw- 
-- Business benefit messages speak louder than 

technology claims 
Achieving business results is the fundamental 
customer desire 

Customers segment themselves into two super-camps: 
Those wanting a "safe bet" to achieve business results - Those willing to bet on a leading-edge technology 

Better quality of after-sales services and support 



-- World's largest database and 
information management vendor 
- Delivers total solutions 

-- Open architecture for rapid business 
change through database middleware 
and tools Competitive 

Microsoft Positions 
-- A total solution for NT with database 

technology that matches the 
performance and scalabili~ of the 
competition 

IBM 
-- Database solutions from desktop to 

enterprise for IBWAIX and NT 
cunn~ngham communication rnc 
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CTORS 
I 

Be a safe bet for customers 
"Talk the talk" and "walk the walk" with business 
solutions 
-- Business-management selling 
-- Deliver business results fast 
Be the best at consulting, service and support 
Deliver high-quality, high-performance, best-of-breed 
technology 

Customers 

Reputation of database ~rovider with business 
management audiences 
Business benefit messages speak louder than technology 
claims 
-- Achieving business results is the fundamental 

customer desire 
Customers segment themselves into two super-camps: 
-- Those wanting a "safe bet" to achieve business results 
-- Those willing to bet on a leading-edge technology 
Better quality of after-sales services and support 

Establish a profile distinct from Oracle and Microsoft 
Develop a differentiator beyond core database 
technology 
Have a credible Internetlintranet strategy 
Have command over increasingly complex 
purchase-decision process 
Meet the database technology "checklist" 
-- Performance, scalable, interoperable, support for 

new datatypes 

Competitors 
Oracle 
-- World's largest database and information management 

vendor 
- Delivers total solutions 

Sybase 
-- O ~ e n  architecture for rapid business change through 

database middleware and tools 
Microsoft 
.- A total solution for NT with database technology that 

matches the performance and scalability of the 
competition 

IBM 
+ Database solutions from desktop to enterprise for 

IBi'WAIX and NT 
cunningham communication inc 
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1) Leadership positions for database companies are built with a 
- - - 

value proposition based on business promises ... 

2) ... but the market sees only room for three types of players 
to "own" some or of the database value proposition 





The "safe bet" for 
business advantage 

1 Revenues I 
I Market Share I 
I Track Record I 
1 Resources I 
I Vision beyond 

Databases I 

Business 
Management 

T 
Technology 
Audience 



Ideal Positions 

The "safe bet" for 
business advantage 

V 

The "s~ecialist" 

Informix 
Competitive 
Advantage 

The "&nniba19' 





SSMENT 



Competitive Advantage? 
Informix Key 
Competitive 
Advantages 

cunntngham communlcatlon Inc 
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Ideal Positions 

The "safe bet" for 
business advantage 
The "specialist" 
The "cannibal" 

Informix 
Competitive 
Advantage 

In for mix's sustainable 
competitive advantage 
stems from its "leading u 
indicator" database 
technologies. 

cunn~ngham communication Inc 
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Attack the idea of safety and transfer the doubt to Oracle 

Role Models 
Netscape vs. Microsoft 
-- we& paradigm vs. desktop paradigm 

EMC vs. IBM 
-- Open architecturelnew business model vs. dead 

architecturelold business model 



Informix is the new alternative to the 
"safe bet" 

Re-engineering the safe database choice 

ffauestion authoritv p " osition - Challenging the credibility of the competition is a key 
message in and of itself 
- can-vour database do tb&? 

Y 

- Are you getting the most out of your database? 
- 

Re-engineering safe@ - Questions the assumptions behind today's definition of 
safetv 

./ - Redefines safety as the promise of business advantage, not 
the "safety" of critical mass 

Safe database choice - Emphasizes A Informix's superior technology for business 
advantage 

cunningham communication inc 
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Challenges the customer to question 
assumptions 

Engages Oracle 

- Requires new "attitude," cultural mindset 

Requires the most amount of new substance 

- Service & support; consulting; business 
management sales and marketing 

cunningham communication inc 
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a difficult-to-assail leadership claim to a 
1. 

narrower audience 

Role Models 
SGI vs. HPISun 
-- Hollywood graphicslanimation (3D) vs. "everyday" (2D) 

graphicsIanimation 
Dell vs. CompaqIIBM 
-- Direct distribution exclusively to business customers 

VS. all things to all people 
cunn~ngham communlcatlon Inc 
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Innovative Database Markets 

M 
TELCO FINANCIAL INSURANCE 

~ 

L 
Innovative Database Technology 



Informix has a new vision for database 
innovation 

Informix is leading a revolution in database 
innovation to create custom-built databases 
which unleash business innovation that 
"gets there first" 

Revolution in database innovation 
-- An architecture for business innovation 

Custom-built databases 
-- A new database paradigm 

Business innovation = "Gets there first" - The pavoff in conce~tual terms: innovations that 
V I 

yield faster results = business advantage 



A "stand-up and take notice" claim 

A new database technology paradigm 

A very, very big business promise 

The basis for a strong vlsion statement 

cunningham communication inc 
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Cannibalize Stratem 
Bypass the leader and target the weak link in the 
market: Sybase 

Role Models 
Borland vs. Lotus - Direct customer targeting vs. complacency 
Sequentvs. P-yramid - - 1nevitabili6 of Intel price/performance vs. proprietary 

RISC 



Informix is winning over Sybase 

Trust your business innovation to the 
technology innovation leader 

Trust: cast doubts on Svbase - Challenging the cr&dibility of the competition is a 
key message in and of itself 

-- Attack Sybase's financial position and integrity of 
its technolow architecture 

w 

Business innovation - Business innovation is only as good as the 
technology behind it 

Technolorn innovation 
-- 1nforGi.x has superior technology to Sybase for 

1 . . - 
business innovation 



Cedes leadership position to 
Oracle 

Makes it easier for Microsoft to 
slot into #2 

Requires the least amount of 
substantive change 

cunn~ngham communication Inc 
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Ideal Positions 

The "safe bet" for 
business advantage 
The "specialist" 
The "cannibal" 

Informix 

Advantage 

Informk's sustainable 
competitive advantage 
stems from its "leading 
indicator" database 

- 

technologies. 

cunningham communication inc 
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Integrate with product positioning 
initiative 

Execute plan for executive workshop 
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